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ABSTRACT

Face recognition often suffers from severe degradation in accuracy when applied to images captured by fisheye cameras. One way to resolve the issue is to rectify the fisheye images before classification; however, it can only achieve local optimum. In this paper, we present an end-to-end model with global optimum. To tackle the challenges due to intra-class variance and diversity of fisheye transformations, we propose 1) a structural correction to guide the model learning, and 2) a spatial-transformer-networks embedded model to compensate for the non-linear distortion of fisheye lenses. We test the proposed model on the CelebA dataset and a real image dataset and achieve an average accuracy of 98.7% and 98.0%, respectively, which represent improvements of 4.05% and 5.72% over the state-of-the-art results.

Index Terms—Fisheye image, fisheye distortion, face recognition, image rectification.

1. INTRODUCTION

Face recognition plays a critical role in various applications, including identity authentication, healthcare, etc. [1]. The advancement of neural network provides a promising direction for refining the classification of rectilinear face images. However, extending such methods to fisheye images introduces a performance degradation. The root cause is related to the non-linear transformation of fisheye lenses, which severely distorts facial features. One way to resolve the issue is to rectify the image before classification [2]. The main idea is shown in Fig. 1, which consists of two functional blocks: image restoration and identity classification.

However, the main drawback of the previous system is that it is not globally optimized. We observe that the two functional blocks described above are optimized separately by different objective functions. The restoration block aims to make the reconstructed image resemble a rectilinear image, and the classification block focuses on accurate identity classification. In machine learning, separate block optimization often yields sub-optimal solution. Therefore, we take a different approach that jointly optimize all functional blocks of a face recognition system.

In this paper, we propose an end-to-end training method for face recognition of fisheye images. We design two optimization methods based on two observations of severely distorted fisheye images. First, due to the diversity of fisheye distortions, the intra-class features of the images vary a lot and present a challenge to model training. Therefore, we add a structural correction component to the model by using an anchor to guide the model training and improve the clustering in feature of the same class. Second, the non-linear distortion introduced by the fisheye lens is radial symmetric, not translational symmetric, and it makes the model difficult to learn. To solve the problem, we adopt spatial transformer networks (STNs) in our face recognition model to make the hyper-features robust to fisheye distortions. We validate our model on the CelebA dataset [3] and a real image dataset. The results show significant improvements by 4.05% and 5.72% over previous methods.

2. RELATED WORK

Most previous research focused on the rectification of fisheye images, for which some rule-based methods rooted on mathematical theories have been developed. Ying et al. [4] proposed a Great Circle Fitting (GCF) algorithm to rectify fisheye distortion by fitting great circles in the fisheye image to straight lines. Huang et al. [5] determined the distortion function based on the radii of distorted circles in the fisheye images. However, these methods require prior measurements of the cameras, which may not be feasible in the real world.
Table 1. Comparison of different algorithms for face recognition on fisheye images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>w/o Prior Knowledge</th>
<th>Arbitrarily Clipped Image</th>
<th>End-to-end Optimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule-based [4, 5]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE-GAN [6]</td>
<td>⊚</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD-FIR [2]</td>
<td>⊚</td>
<td>⊚</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed end-to-end network</td>
<td>⊚</td>
<td>⊚</td>
<td>⊚</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The advancement of machine learning has helped improve the rectification quality. Yin et al. [7] rectified fisheye images by predicting the camera parameters and using semantic segmentation maps for image mapping. Li et al. [8] determined pixel-wise correspondences between the fisheye image and the distortion-free image and improved the rectification by re-sampling. Chao et al. [6] proposed an end-to-end training method for fisheye image rectification without any prior-knowledge. By combining Self-Supervised Learning and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), Fisheye GAN (FE-GAN) was able to deliver the state-of-the-art performance for fisheye image rectification.

On the other hand, Li et al. [2] focused on the development of a complete face recognition system and found that the cost function should address the final face recognition accuracy instead of the rectification quality. Although faces to be recognized came from any possible location of a fisheye image, they observed that not all face images require rectification. Therefore, they proposed an on-demand fisheye-image rectification (OD-FIR) framework, which only rectified the face images that may potentially affect the classification accuracy. The on-demand mechanism eases the reconstruction task and improves the overall accuracy and makes the state-of-the-art performance. We compare various face recognition systems in Table 1.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

We consider end-to-end training for recognition of face images extracted from fisheye images, similar to OD-FIR [2]. We propose two optimizations to overcome the distortion of the fisheye lens.

3.1. System model

We adopt the ArcFace [9] design as the base of our face recognition framework. The key of our design is that, in addition to applying the cross-entropy loss during training, the arcface loss is adopted to enhance the inter-class difference. By applying the arcface loss to the feature layer of the model, the intra-class features would converge into a cluster, and the angular distance between clusters can be expanded. The total loss can be formulated as follows:

\[ \mathcal{L} = \text{loss}_{CE}(x, \text{class}) + \text{loss}_{AF}(f, \text{class}), \]

where \text{loss}_{CE}(\cdot) denotes the cross-entropy loss, \text{loss}_{AF}(\cdot) denotes the arcface loss, \( x \) denotes the output of the classifier, and \( f \) denotes the feature layer.

Then we train the recognition model by synthetic fisheye images. Fig. 2 demonstrates the generation of clipped fisheye images by projecting rectilinear images into the fisheye lens by an arbitrary incident angle (\( \theta \)) and an arbitrary azimuth angle (\( \phi \)). The image formulation function of the fisheye lens is

\[ R = f \cdot \theta, \]

where \( R \) denotes the radial distance of an image point to the center of the fisheye image, and \( f \) denotes the focal length of
Fig. 4. Network structure of structural correction for fisheye image. During training, we input a clipped fisheye image and the corresponding rectilinear image into the model.

the fisheye lens. Notice that $R$ is proportional to $f$, therefore, we normalize $R$ into $r \in [0, 0.9]$. Fig. 3 shows the distorted results with respect to $r$. We can see that the distortion is mild when $r$ is small, and becomes serious when $r$ grows. Moreover, in addition to the randomly selected $\theta$ and $\phi$, the distortion is non-translational symmetric. The diversity of distortion is the main challenge of the recognition task.

3.2. Structural correction on latent feature

We observe that the first challenge for face recognition of fisheye images lies in the intra-class variance issue. Fig. 3 illustrates a variety of distorted images. With the randomly selected $\theta$ and $\phi$, the clipped fisheye images with identical origins may differ immensely from each other (images in a row of Fig. 3). The phenomenon leads to feature variation for the same identity, difficult for the model to classify.

To address the intra-class variance issue, we apply structural correction to the distorted features by providing a reference anchor. Fig. 4 shows our network architecture. In the training stage, aside from the clipped fisheye image, we provide the model with the corresponding rectilinear image as an anchor. By enforcing the latent feature of the clipped fisheye image to converge towards the anchor, the difficulty with intra-class features can be eased. We apply the cross-transformation consistency by adding the mean-square-error (MSE) loss during training defined as follows:

$$
loss_{MSE}(f_f, f_r) = \|f_f - f_r\|_F.
$$

(3)

$f_f$ and $f_r$ denote the latent features of the clipped fisheye image and the reference rectilinear image, respectively, and $\| \cdot \|_F$ denotes the Frobenius norm. Therefore, the training loss becomes

$$
L = \alpha \cdot loss_{CE}(x, \text{class}) + \beta \cdot loss_{AF}(f, \text{class}) + \gamma \cdot loss_{MSE}(f_f, f_r),
$$

(4)

where $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$ are adjustable parameters.

Fig. 5. Illustration for clustering on intra-class features using structural correction.

Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of the structural correction. With the ArcFace loss alone, the network separates the features of different classes. However, the features of the same class remain isolated and non-clustered, which hinders the classification. With the assistance of the structural correction, the distanced fisheye features have the anchor to converge toward. Therefore, the intra-class features can form a cluster easier and thus improve the accuracy.

3.3. Spatial-transformer-networks embedded model

The second challenge for classifying the clipped fisheye image is the diversity of the fisheye transformations. Fig. 3 shows the diversity of transformations and that the non-linear distortion is non-translational symmetric. Although the pooling layer in the neural network can mitigate the effect of distortion, the profound curvature transformation still cannot be solved by this process.

Inspired by the method proposed by Jaderberg et al. [10], we adopt Spatial Transformer Network (STN) to compensate for the fisheye distortion. We notice that the fisheye images are the projections of original rectilinear images. Hence, we add STNs into the intermediate layers of our model to learn the best projection for the features. The effect of fisheye distortion can be eased by the rectification on the latent feature maps.

Fig. 6 sketches our proposed network. We insert several
STNs between sub-blocks of the backbone network to overcome the fisheye distortion. With the assistance of STNs, the distorted features can be gradually rectified.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Experimental setup

We first evaluate our method on the synthetic CelebA dataset [3]. We synthesize the clipped fisheye face image by transforming every image in the dataset by the fisheye-lens model shown in Section 3.1. We categorize the transformed images by different \( r \) values to observe the influence of \( r \) on the accuracy. In addition, we validate our method on a real image dataset illustrated in Fig. 3 to evaluate the proposed optimization methods. The dataset, which was acquired by a Ricoh Theta S camera, contains 50,000 images of 100 subjects.

We select Resnet34 [11] as our backbone network, and train it by four different settings: 1) The previous system (OD-FIR [2]) with a restoration block and a classification block in sequence. To avoid the algorithm-level bias, we assume all parameters of the camera and the projection angles available are perfect. 2) The end-to-end model for clipped fisheye images without any additional optimization. 3) The model with structural correction. 4) The model with structural correction and STNs embedded.

4.2. Experimental results

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results using the synthetic dataset. The upper bound and lower bound for the experiment can be acquired via validation on Model 1. The upper bound is the result of testing Model 1 with rectilinear face images, which hits an accuracy of 99.1\%. The lower bound is the inference on the clipped fisheye images, for which the accuracy significantly drops to 14.0\% and becomes more serious to 0.3\% when \( r \) increases.

The reference bound is the performance of OD-FIR, which can be measured by validating Model 1 with restored fisheye images of different \( r \) values. The accuracy is shown in green in Fig. 7, where we can see that the performance has serious degradation when \( r \) is larger than 0.4. Clearly, this is the result of the fact that the fisheye lens extrudes the image and causes information loss. Since the restoration block in OD-FIR can be regarded as an over-sampling technique, such information loss cannot be compensated. Therefore, the accuracy inevitably drops when \( r \) becomes larger.

The accuracy of our end-to-end method under different conditions is shown by the orange, blue, and red lines in Fig. 7. Without any optimizations, Model 2 only uses the cross-entropy loss and the arcface loss to categorize the input image. With fisheye distortion, the intra-class difference is so significant that the network can not learn. Therefore, the average accuracy is only 43.1\%. With the aid of structural correction, the cross-transform consistency can be held, hence the average accuracy is significantly improved to 80.4\%. Furthermore, with the assistance from STNs, the average accuracy is further improved to 98.7\%, which is only 0.4\% lower than the upper bound and 4.05\% higher than OD-FIR. Lastly, we evaluate our model on a real image dataset and get an average accuracy of 98.0\%, or 5.72\% improvement.

5. CONCLUSION

We investigate the feasibility of an end-to-end network for face recognition of fisheye images. To overcome the considerable intra-class variation caused by the fisheye lens, we apply structural correction to make the network learn the cross-transformation consistency. Furthermore, to compensate for the fisheye distortion, we adopt the STNs and insert them between the blocks of the backbone network. Our proposed optimizations achieve an accuracy of 98.7\% for the synthetic CelebA dataset and 98.0\% for a real image dataset.
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